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  The Complete Idiot's Guide to Creating a Website Paul
McFedries,2008 In the 21st century, it has become very difficult
for a business to survive without a website - today's equivalent of
a mid-1990s yellow-pages listing. Today's websites require
advanced features that visitors have come to expect- streaming
video and audio; e-commerce; custom surveys, forms, and polls;
and discussion groups. In The Complete Idiot's Guide® to
Creating a Website, readers will find- ♦ How to create a
webpage-all the basics and tables. ♦ Using good design. ♦
Publishing your site. ♦ Automating your site. ♦ How to make
your site profitable. ♦ Publicizing your site. The CD contains
many custom templates with which to start a website, as well as
numerous JavaScript scripts.
  Microsoft FrontPage 2003 Christian Crumlish,Kate J.
Chase,2006-02-20 Savvy—n. Practical know-how. FrontPage 2003
makes web development and maintenance easier than ever. At
the same time, it holds more power than ever—meaning that even
experienced users can use some help taking advantage of
everything it has to offer. Microsoft FrontPage 2003 Savvy
provides that help. Using a variety of informational, corporate,
and commercial sites as examples, this book walks you through
the web development cycle. You'll learn how to define and meet
specific site goals, make wise technical choices, overcome
inevitable obstacles, and keep the site working and evolving in
ways that makes all its stakeholders happy. Tutorial-based
instruction gets you up and running no matter what your
experience. You'll also get focused coverage of new FrontPage
features, including accessibility checking and improved CSS and
Sharepoint support. Continue your progress with in-depth
examinations of advanced topics plus hard-to-find workarounds
and shortcuts. And beautifully realized examples, both online and
in the book's full-color insert, demonstrate some of the things you
can achieve with FrontPage 2003. Coverage includes: Planning:
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workspace customization, site architecture, content acquisition,
server setup, team-building. Building: page layout, graphics
placement, formatting text and links, navigation design and
implementation. Adding dynamic content: animation, ActiveX
controls and other advanced objects, forms. Integrating
applications: database connectivity, scripting, dynamic page
content, search engines. Administration: back-end interface
design, remote maintenance, setting up your own web server.
  Ajax Bible Steve Holzner,2008-03-11 Build interactive Web
applications with Ajax Create live searches and online
spreadsheets Discover programming mistakes to avoid! Create
blazing-fast Web applications with powerful Ajax If you think that
mastering Ajax is too difficult, guess again. You can create Web
applications that look and feel like desktop apps in less time than
you think with the comprehensive Ajax instruction in this in-depth
book. You'll find easy-to-follow tutorials, hundreds of tips and
tricks, and so much practical information that even skilled
developers will reach for this book first. Let this Bible be your
guide as you jump into the hottest Web programming technology
in years. * Master the fundamentals--JavaScript(r), XML, dynamic
HTML, and CSS * Tie Ajax into Google with the Google(r) API *
Handle simultaneous XMLHttpRequest objects in Ajax * Use Ajax
frameworks such as Ruby on Rails, AjaxTags, and others *
Understand the Document Object Model (DOM) * Create floating
menus and effects with CSS * Encrypt data over plain HTTP using
JavaScript * Adapt real-world examples to your own programs
Companion Web site Find all the code used throughout the book
at www.wiley.com/go/ajaxbible
  200 Marketing Ideas for Your Website Henriette Martel-
Lawson,2004 Do you need new ideas for your website? '200
Marketing Ideas for Your Website' is a practical and concise
guide that contains ideas extracted from over 2,000 websites
reviewed especially for this book. It explains the marketing
benefits of the selected ideas, includes tips and guidelines and
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refers to 262 web examples, including 50 screenshots, to
demonstrate their application. '200 Marketing Ideas for Your
Website' focuses on website content. It is a guide that will
stimulate your thinking and encourage you to experiment. This
no-hype book is written by Henriette Martel-Lawson, a qualified
marketer, consultant and speaker who gives seminars on website
strategies.
  Building a Web Site For Dummies David A.
Crowder,2010-05-25 The bestselling guide to building a knockout
Web site, newly updated An effective Web site is the key to
success for every venture from class reunions to major
corporations. And since Web technology changes rapidly, Building
a Web Site For Dummies, 4th Edition is fully updated for the
cutting-edge tools and trends. If you need to build and maintain a
Web site, even if your experience is severely limited, this book
makes it easy and fun. You'll learn to plan, design, create, launch,
and maintain your site using the most up-to-date tools. A quality
Web presence is essential in today's marketplace, and many
individuals charged with creating one are unaware of the
challenges This guide gives novice Web designers the tools and
know-how to plan, design, and build effective Web sites Provides
a nuts-and-bolts guide to site-building, including coverage of
HTML, WYSIWYG construction software, CSS, and navigation
plans Shows how to spruce up your site with topnotch graphics,
video, and great content Guides you through getting your site
online, promoting it, and even making money from it Building a
Web Site For Dummies, 4th Edition is the tool every first-time
Web designer needs to build a professional-looking site.
  Personalization Techniques and Recommender Systems
Gulden Uchyigit,Matthew Y. Ma,2008 The phenomenal growth of
the Internet has resulted in huge amounts of online information, a
situation that is overwhelming to the end users. To overcome this
problem, personalization technologies have been extensively
employed.The book is the first of its kind, representing research
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efforts in the diversity of personalization and recommendation
techniques. These include user modeling, content, collaborative,
hybrid and knowledge-based recommender systems. It presents
theoretic research in the context of various applications from
mobile information access, marketing and sales and web services,
to library and personalized TV recommendation systems.This
volume will serve as a basis to researchers who wish to learn
more in the field of recommender systems, and also to those
intending to deploy advanced personalization techniques in their
systems.
  Beginning 3D Game Development with Unity Sue
Blackman,2011-08-18 Beginning 3D Game Development with
Unity is perfect for those who would like to come to grips with
programming Unity. You may be an artist who has learned 3D
tools such as 3ds Max, Maya, or Cinema 4D, or you may come
from 2D tools such as Photoshop and Illustrator. On the other
hand, you may just want to familiarize yourself with programming
games and the latest ideas in game production. This book
introduces key game production concepts in an artist-friendly
way, and rapidly teaches the basic scripting skills you'll need with
Unity. It goes on to show how you, as an independent game artist,
can create casual interactive adventure games in the style of
Telltale's Tales of Monkey Island, while also giving you a firm
foundation in game logic and design. The first part of the book
explains the logic involved in game interaction, and soon has you
creating game assets through simple examples that you can build
upon and gradually expand. In the second part, you'll build the
foundations of a point-and-click style first-person adventure
game—including reusable state management scripts, load/save
functionality, a robust inventory system, and a bonus feature: a
dynamically configured maze and mini-map. With the help of the
provided 2D and 3D content, you'll learn to evaluate and deal
with challenges in bite-sized pieces as the project progresses,
gaining valuable problem-solving skills in interactive design. By
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the end of the book, you will be able to actively use the Unity 3D
game engine, having learned the necessary workflows to utilize
your own assets. You will also have an assortment of reusable
scripts and art assets with which to build future games.
  YUI 3 Cookbook Evan Goer,2012-05-24 Solve a wide range of
problems in your web application quickly and efficiently with the
Yahoo! User Interface Library (YUI). With this definitive, getting-
started guide to version 3 of the popular open source JavaScript
library, you’ll learn how to address many of the most common and
challenging problems that web development presents. YUI 3
Cookbook introduces specific implementation patterns in the
library, demonstrating granular solutions for everything from
simple page effects to sophisticated web apps. Experienced users
will learn how to create modules that load on demand; generate
beautiful documentation; and write powerful and flexible Widgets,
Models, and Views. Build YUI applications anywhere, from
desktop browsers to touch-enabled mobile phones and backend
Node.js environments Learn how YUI scales with your code base,
keeping it modular and organized Apply animations, drag-and-
drop, and other fully cross-browser UI effects with just a few lines
of code Understand YUI-powered DOM scripting, event
management, and data transport Debug, profile, and unit test
your JavaScript application Get a technical introduction to YUI,
including module architecture, sandboxing, and component
loading Build custom modules with YUI and publish them to the
YUI Gallery I was surprised to find out how much I didn't know
until reading this book. There really isn't a better resource for
learning or updating your YUI skills. - Nicholas C. Zakas, Author
and YUI Contributor
  Ajax For Dummies Steve Holzner,2006-05-30 Ajax is short
for “Asynchronous JavaScript+CSS+DOM+XMLHttpRequest.”
Even if you weren’t intimidated before, that tidbit is probably
enough to make you reach for the Excedrin. Just reach for Ajax
For Dummies instead. With screen shots, actual code and
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explanations, and live Web sites where you can see Ajax
applications doing their thing, it will have you using Ajax to
create Web applications that look an act like desktop applications
in no time. With Ajax, you can speed up and clean up your Web
applications. Shoppers at your online store can fill their carts
without waiting for multiple page refreshes. Searchers on your
sites can get instant results on the same page. This guide takes
you on a tour of how Ajax is used today, complete with examples
of Ajax applications in action, such as an Ajax-enabled Yahoo!
search or an Ajax-based chat application. Then it gives you basics
on using JavaScript. After that you dive in and get info on: Writing
some Ajax, interactive mouseovers using Ajax, passing data to the
server with GET or POST, and more Connecting to Google for a
live search Using free Ajax frameworks so you don’t have to start
from scratch, including Ajax Gold (written specifically for this
book), AJAXLib, and grabbing XML with libXmlRequest All kinds
of Ajax techniques, such as using Ajax for drag-and-drop
operations, pop-up menus, downloading images behind the
scenes, and more Using SACK (simple AJAX code kit), decoding
XML with Sarissa, and creating visual effects with Rico Handling
XML int Ajax Applications Working with cascading style sheets
(CCS) in Ajax, including setting up the styles, displaying a menu,
styling text, handling colors and backgrounds, and more Working
with Ajax and PHP Complete with a companion Web site, free
Ajax frameworks, and sample code you can use, Ajax for Dummies
is your friendly guide to creating truly user-friendly Web sites!
Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not
included as part of eBook file.
  Ajax Steve Holzner,2006-07-31 A visual approach to Ajax, this
text contains step-by-step screen shots that demonstrate over 150
key Ajax techniques, including how to download data from behind
the scenes, enabling real-time live searches, populating pop-up
menus, handling menus, colours and backgrounds, and more.
  Adobe Edge Animate CC For Dummies Michael
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Rohde,2013-06-10 The easy way to build HTML5 mobile and web
apps using Adobe's new Edge Animate CC Edge Animate CC is an
approachable WYSIWYG alternative for leveraging the power of
languages like HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript to design and
develop for the web and mobile devices, even if you have no
programming experience. Written by Michael Rohde, the book
calls on this seasoned web developer's wealth of experience using
Edge Animate CC, and a companion website includes all code
from the book to help you apply what you learn as you go.
Features an easy-to-use interface, with a properties-based
timeline for impeccable accuracy and control Contains a guide to
creating new compositions, importing and animating existing web
graphics, or adding motion to existing HTML files without
compromising integrity Offers support for web font services, and
Element Display, which lets you manage how long elements are
displayed on the stage Edge Animate CC For Dummies offers the
lowdown on this revolutionary and intuitive tool for creating
motion content that runs beautifully on mobile devices and
desktop browsers.
  Advanced JavaScript Dan Livingston,2003 Group theoretical
concepts elucidate fundamental physical phenomena, such as the
spectrum of quantum systems and complex geometrical
structures molecules and crystals. These concepts are extensively
covered in numerous textbooks. The aim of the present
monograph is to illuminate more subtle aspects featuring group
theory for quantum mechanics, that is, the concept of dynamical
symmetry. Dynamical symmetry groups complement the
conventional groups: their elements induce transitions between
states belonging to different representations of the symmetry
group of the Hamiltonian. Dynamical symmetry appears as a
hidden symmetry in the hydrogen atom and quantum rotator
problem, but its main role is manifested in nano and meso
systems. Such systems include atomic clusters, large molecules,
quantum dots attached to metallic electrodes, etc. They are
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expected to be the building blocks of future quantum electronic
devices and information transmitting algorithms. Elucidation of
the electronic properties of such systems is greatly facilitated by
applying concepts of dynamical group theory.
  Special Edition Using JavaScript Paul McFedries,2001
Special Edition Using JavaScript contains an overview of
JavaScript, programming fundamentals, basic objects, working
with browser windows, working with the document object,
working with forms and dynamic HTML .
  Artificial Intelligence in Education Ido Roll,Danielle
McNamara,Sergey Sosnovsky,Rose Luckin,Vania
Dimitrova,2021-06-10 This two-volume set LNAI 12748 and 12749
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 22nd International
Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Education, AIED 2021,
held in Utrecht, The Netherlands, in June 2021.* The 40 full
papers presented together with 76 short papers, 2 panels papers,
4 industry papers, 4 doctoral consortium, and 6 workshop papers
were carefully reviewed and selected from 209 submissions. The
conference provides opportunities for the cross-fertilization of
approaches, techniques and ideas from the many fields that
comprise AIED, including computer science, cognitive and
learning sciences, education, game design, psychology, sociology,
linguistics as well as many domain-specific areas. *The
conference was held virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
  Flash Professional CS5 and Flash Catalyst CS5 For
Dummies Ellen Finkelstein,Gurdy Leete,Mary Leete,2010-04-06
A full-color guide for getting rewarding results with Flash CS5!
Flash is used in the creation of web animation, games, media rich
websites, presentations, and more. Adobe's Flash CS5 product
has been divided into three separate products custom-tailored for
different audiences, and this book covers the Professional
product; the traditional animation/media serving tool; and
Catalyst, the web/interface design tool. This book provides a fun
and friendly full-color guide to Flash and all it can do to add some
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flair to your site. Walks you through both Professional and
Catalyst as well as the traditional Flash animation tool Offers
guidance for getting acquainted with the interface; creating
images, objects, text, and layers for animation; and working with
symbols and buttons Introduces using Flash for online publishing
and mobile designs Addresses how to turn existing images into
interactive sites or interfaces with Catalyst Offers helpful tips on
troubleshooting and best practices for creating interactive
websites Using the knowledge you gain from Flash CS5
Professional & Flash CS5 Catalyst For Dummies, you’ll quickly
prove that you are not a flash in the pan!
  PC Mag ,2002-10-01 PCMag.com is a leading authority on
technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the
latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and
practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get
more from technology.
  Mapping in the Cloud Michael P. Peterson,2014-03-28 This
engaging text provides a solid introduction to mapmaking in the
era of cloud computing. It takes students through both the
concepts and technology of modern cartography, geographic
information systems (GIS), and Web-based mapping. Conceptual
chapters delve into the meaning of maps and how they are
developed, covering such topics as map layers, GIS tools, mobile
mapping, and map animation. Methods chapters take a learn-by-
doing approach to help students master application programming
interfaces and build other technical skills for creating maps and
making them available on the Internet. The companion website
offers invaluable supplementary materials for instructors and
students.� � Pedagogical features:� End-of-chapter summaries,
review questions, and exercises.� Extensive graphics illustrating
the concepts and procedures. Downloadable PowerPoints for each
chapter. Downloadable code files (where applicable) for the
exercises.
  250 HTML and Web Design Secrets Molly E.
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Holzschlag,2004-11-03 This value-priced guide by one of the Top
25 Most Influential Women on the Web delivers 250 solutions,
workarounds, tips, and annoyance-busters that Web designers
won't find anywhere else Offers 500 pages of insider techniques
to improve workflow and efficiency, save development time and
money, and increase search engine rankings and site traffic,
whether designers want to enhance an existing Web site or build
a state-of-the-art site from scratch Covers topics such as HTML,
XHTML, CSS, graphics and multimedia, cell phone and PDA
accessibility, content development, tools, usability, information
architecture, globalization, and site redesign Molly Holzschlag is
a steering committee member of the Web Standards Project
(WaSP) and spokesperson for the World Organization of
Webmasters, as well as a frequent lecturer at industry
conferences and the author of twenty-five previous books
  Digital Media Foundations Richard Lewis,James
Luciana,2020-08-04 This book is a creative and practical
introduction to the field of digital media for future designers,
artists, and media professionals. It addresses the evolution of the
field, its connections with traditional media, up-to-date
developments, and possibilities for future directions. Logically
organized and thoughtfully illustrated, it provides a welcoming
guide to this emerging discipline. Describing each medium in
detail, chapters trace their history, evolution, and potential
applications. The book also explains important, relevant
technologies—such as digitizing tablets, cloud storage, and 3-D
printers—as well as new and emerging media like augmented and
virtual reality. With a focus on concepts and creative possibilities,
the text’s software-neutral exercises provide hands-on
experiences with each of the media. The book also examines
legal, ethical, and technical issues in digital media, explores
career possibilities, and features profiles of pioneers and digital
media professionals. Digital Media Foundations is an ideal
resource for students, new professionals, and instructors involved
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in fields of graphic and visual arts, design, and the history of art
and design.
  Libraries and the Mobile Web Cody Hanson,2011-03-01 For
libraries to stay relevant, they must be able to offer content and
services through the mobile web.
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